500W AND 1000W TELESCOPIC FLOODLIGHT

FPP SL500CT/SL500CTL & FPP SL1000CT/SL1000CTL
IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
Carefully read and understand all instructions before
attempting to assemble or operate this fixture.
GENERAL SAFETY INFORMATION
1. Make sure power conforms to lamp requirements.
2. Make sure bulb used is the correct wattage. Using bulb
of higher than rated wattage can increase risk of fire.
3. Replace or repair damaged cords immediately.
4. Replace or repair damaged or missing lenses and
guards immediately.
5. Refer all servicing of electrical parts to a qualified
electrician.
6. Protect power cords from coming in contact with sharp
objects, chemicals, or hot surfaces.
7. To avoid electrical shock, do not operate unit around
standing water.
CAUTION
1. Bulb and fixture become extremely hot during use.
Keep away from flammable objects and handle with
care. Always unplug the light and let it cool 5 minutes
before attempting to touch the fixture.
2. Do not remove guard or lens when the lamp is on.
Turn fixtures off and allow to cool before servicing.
Do not attempt to operate without safety wire guard.
3. Do not direct light at persons or look directly at lighted
bulb.
4. Use only 3 wire extension cords that have a 3 prong
grounding type plug, and a 3-pole receptacle that
accepts the equipment plug.
5. Tripod legs should be secured with sandbags or other
suitable ballast
a) When used on uneven or rocky surfaces.
b) When used in windy areas.
c) Anytime stand is extended beyond normal maximum
position.
FITTING TUNGSTEN HALOGEN LAMP
Undo top centre screw of main fitting assembly to release
front cover. Unpack the Tungsten Halogen Lamp.
Make sure protective wrapping remains in place whilst
handling. This is to ensure finger contact is not made with
the lamp glass, as this will cause the lamp to malfunction.
Carefully take hold of the lamp making sure protective
wrapping is still in place.
Place one end of lamp into one side of lamp holder,
pushing lightly to one side of lamp holder. Make sure both
ends of the lamp are making correct contact with lamp
holders, remove protective wrapping and refit front cover
making sure glass seal is in place.
DO NOT ATTEMPT TO REPLACE A FAULTY OR BURNT
OUT LAMP WHILST FITTING IS HOT.
REPLACEMENT TUBE

240V
110V
CLASS C 240V
CLASS C 110V

FPP SLT500W2
FPP SLT500W2L
FPP SLT500WC
FPP SLT500WCL

IMPORTANT
WHEN IN OPERATION THIS FITTING IS EXTREMELY
HOT. DO NOT TOUCH THE FITTING ITSELF UNTIL IT
HAS COOLED DOWN. DO NOT FULLY IMMERSE THIS
FITTING IN WATER.

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
1. FPP SL1000CT and SL1000CTL only- Mount two lamp
heads to crossbar with bolts, washers and attachment
nuts. Make sure washer is between U-bracket of head
and the bar to allow free head adjustment. Do not
over-tighten nuts.
2. FPP SL1000CT and SL1000CTL only - Mount crossbar
with heads to top pole of tripod with attachment screw
and washer. Do not over-tighten.
FPP SL500CT and SL500CTL only - Mount lamp head
to top pole of tripod stand with attachment screw.
3. Install the bulb.
4. Plug into outlet and test.
NOTE
If the fixture does not function when you turn on power,
unplug fixture and check the bulb. Make sure it is properly
seated in sockets.
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
1. Raise three legs into position by pushing down on leg
locks and lifting legs, one at a time into position. Place
on ground in standing position.
2. To adjust pole height. Loosen the appropriate lock while
supporting post with other hand, then raise or lower
post to desired height.
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